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Abstract

A great number of situational comedies (sitcoms) are be-

ing regularly made and the task of adding laughter tracks

to these is a critical task. Providing an ability to be able

to predict whether something will be humorous to the au-

dience is also crucial. In this project, we aim to auto-

mate this task. Towards doing so, we annotate an exist-

ing sitcom (‘Big Bang Theory’) and use the laughter cues

present to obtain a manual annotation for this show. We

provide detailed analysis for the dataset design and further

evaluate various state of the art baselines for solving this

task. We observe that existing LSTM and BERT based net-

works on the text alone do not perform as well as joint text

and video or only video-based networks. Moreover, it is

challenging to ascertain that the words attended to while

predicting laughter are indeed humorous. Our dataset

and analysis provided through this paper is a valuable re-

source towards solving this interesting semantic and practi-

cal task. As an additional contribution, we have developed

a novel model for solving this task that is a multi-modal self-

attention based model that outperforms currently preva-

lent models for solving this task. The project page for our

paper is https://delta-lab-iitk.github.io/

Multimodal-Humor-Dataset/.

1. Introduction

Understanding humor is a quintessential human task that

is not so well understood using currently prevalent AI ( Ar-

tificial intelligence) systems. In this paper, we aim to solve

for the following: Observing a conversation between differ-

ent individuals, we aim to conclude whether the interaction

is humorous or not. Solving for this task includes under-

standing the nuances from various cues like textual, visual

∗Equal contribution
†Currently working at Google

etc. from the conversations. We specifically are concerned

with a practical application of this task in terms of being

able to predict the laughter track for a situational comedy

(sitcom) show. This would also be useful for the designers

of a sitcom as they will be able to use it to predict whether

the dialogues and scene would be humorous or not. Un-

til now, however, a large-scale multimodal conversational

dataset containing multiple speakers in humorous dialogues

was missing. Thus, we propose the Multimodal Humor

Dataset (MHD). Though this task has been attempted previ-

ously (on a smaller scale) by the interesting work of Bertero

et al. [6] and very early work by Petridis and Pantic [31], we

believe that through this paper we provide a larger dataset

with analysis on videos, conversations with multiple people

and a more thorough analysis of the task using state-of-the-

art deep learning methods.

With the rapid progress in AI, understanding emotions

especially, in a multimodal context, has still not been suffi-

ciently addressed. There has been work done in our com-

munity towards understanding sarcasm from text [34, 3, 35,

7, 10] as well as some preliminary work that aims to un-

derstand humor [30, 32, 8]. However, these efforts are ev-

idently not as extensive as that pursued in understanding

dialogue or question answering. We believe the lacuna is

due to the absence of sufficiently challenging real-world

datasets for solving this task. In addition to the dataset,

we also provide a specific task of laughter track prediction

that we address through our work. We additionally analyse

data-set generalization, analysis using attention-based ex-

planation and demonstrate the practical use of our method

for generating laughter tracks in a demo video.

Given a dialogue, we aim to understand if it is humorous

or not. Towards solving this challenging task, we choose to

extract the dialogues spoken in a sitcom. Sitcom which is

short for Situational Comedy is a comedy genre centered on

fixed characters set carried over episodes. One of the distin-

guishing characteristics of sitcoms, as opposed to other tele-
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Figure 1. Overview of the Multimodal Humor Dataset (MHD)

vision forms, is that the main character(s) barely changes

from one episode to the other, and seasons for that matter.

Thus whatever happens in an episode, the situation is more

or less, where the episode began. This way, the dataset only

scales with more and more episodes and seasons without

losing much consistency.

For this dataset, we choose a very popular American

sitcom, “The Big Bang Theory,” and manually annotated

the extracted dialogues as humor/non-humor. We first col-

lected raw data which had Scenes, Speakers, dialogues,

Start-Times, End-Times, Listeners, etc. for each of the dia-

logues. The episodes in sitcoms like these have a very use-

ful entity of audience’s laughter track whenever something

was found humorous by the audience. Also, the show was

recorded live in the front of the live audience. Thus, we are

able to find annotations where people naturally laughed. We

tracked all these instances of laughter tracks which helped

us in labeling chunks of dialogues as humorous or non-

humorous. Humorous if the chunk was followed by a laugh-

ter track and non-humorous, otherwise. In the dataset, we

also manually annotate the exact duration of humor which

gives a measure of how some set of dialogues were more

humorous than others.

The problem we deal with in this paper is of detecting

humor that we specify precisely as follows,

• Given a dialogue consisting of various dialogue turns

we leverage video and text features of each dialogue

turn to classify whether the complete dialogue is hu-

morous or not. Note that these conversations may be

among more that two characters.

The problem is comprehensively studied in this paper.

We specifically consider various architectures for predict-

ing laughter track, given a sequence of dialogue turns. Each

dialogue comprises of a set of utterances spoken involving

multiple people. We separately study this using text only,

video only and jointly using both video and text-based fea-

tures. Most existing works for humor detection use textual

or visual information alone, this we believe is the first work,

using both of them together. The additional use of video

makes the problem more complete. In many dialogues,

people involved in conversations themselves do not laugh;

however, it is their interaction which is humorous. There

are subtle cues such as conversation pause or surprise ex-

pressions that make the conversations humorous. The evi-

dence that such cues are present (and are helpful) is there

in our analysis as video-only methods performed competi-

tively with the best text-only methods. Further, we observed

that the best performing methods jointly used both visual

and textual features.

Through this work, we propose the Multimodal Humor

Dataset (MHD), having textual dialogues with the corre-

sponding video counterparts. The contributions of this work

are manifold:

• We present a large scale manually annotated dataset for

a comprehensive multimodal understanding of visual

humor. We present a thorough analysis of the dataset.

• We experimented with a number of state of the art

methods using text-only, video-only and jointly both

text and video based approaches that have been advo-

cated for other similar tasks in the community. We

also propose a novel multi-modal self attention based

model for the same.

• We verify the generalization of our method by compar-

ing the results obtained by training on our dataset and

checking it on other sitcoms. We observe a small drop

in accuracy (2-3%) that is improved by fine-tuning fur-

ther on those datasets.

2. Related Work

With a number of challenging AI based tasks been

solved, some work has also been done in understanding hu-

man sentiments such as humor. Among these are the work

by [14] that provided a semi-supervised method to detect

sarcasm in Twitter and Amazon data. Few works have been

tried for language based detection of humor. For instance,

[37] has tried a method to detect jokes in a sentence. [28]

provides computational approaches to detect humor using
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Field Value

No. of dialogues 13,633

No. of speakers 210

Vocabulary size 17,336

No. of Scenes 562

Avg. no. of words in 1 dialogue turn 13.10

Avg. no. of words in scenes 7.09

Avg. dialogue length (time in sec.) 22.19

Avg. dialogue turn length (time in sec.) 3.83

No. of humorous dialogues 11,282

No. of non-humorous dialogues 2,381

Table 1. MHD Dataset Statistics (For no. of dialogue turns = 5)
Table 2. A plot showing the distribution of various speakers’ utter-

ances across the dataset.

empirical evidences. Recently, there has also been work to-

wards understanding humor. This includes work by [11]

that proposed a method for understanding and predicting

visual humor in a given image. [9] proposed a multimodal

dataset for detecting humor in an image. These works how-

ever, have not considered conversations or dialogues. Typi-

cally, context matters and more than a single image is nec-

essary for understanding humor in conversations. The work

closest to our work is the work by [5, 6, 12]. In their work

the authors had proposed LSTM-based methods to detect

humor in a dialogue. In contrast to our work, the authors

focus only on detecting punchlines which use local con-

text. In our work, we consider more meaningful context

that includes several utterances in a dialogue, use visual

with textual cues (alone and jointly) while providing thor-

ough analysis. We also have created a dataset for the same

as such datasets were not available earlier. Further, there

have been a large number of works in vision and language

based understanding that are also pertinent and have been

considered for this work. This includes work from tasks

like (a) Machine Translation, i.e. machine based transla-

tion from one language to another,[19, 36, 22, 2], (b) Im-

age Captioning, i.e. describing contents of an observed

image,[42, 27, 21, 43], (c) Visual Question Answering, i.e.

answering questions based on an image, [26, 33, 1, 16, 45]

(d) Visual Question Generation, i.e. generating questions

based on an image,[33, 29, 41, 18, 23, 4] and (e) Visual di-

alogue, [13, 24, 18]. The architectures therein, however, do

not directly solve but can be adapted towards solving the

task of multimodal humor. Very recently, [20] has proposed

a method to detect humor. The proposed method is based on

the TED talks dataset, which combines vision and language

modality to predict humor in the presentation of a single

speaker. In contrast to our proposed work, which includes

the conversation of multiple speakers on a particular scene

in a specific sitcom. The conversation of multiple speakers

is more challenging compared to a single speaker because

each speaker has a unique way of initiating and continuing

their conversation. Our work is also aimed at a more practi-

cal application that we thoroughly analyze.

Figure 2. JSON snippet of a typical dialogue in the MHD dataset.

3. The MHD Dataset

To solve this semantically challenging task, the dataset

has both visual and linguistic aspects to it. For all the dia-

logues, we provide the textual dialogues and the associated

video clips. Both textual and visual features are synchro-

nised using dialogue start and end times. The subsequent

sections provide detailed descriptions and analysis of the

newly created dataset.

We gave the dialogue chunks, labels of humor and non-

humor using the laughter tracks in episodes. Here, laugh-

ter track is the actual track of audience laughing in the live

shooting, thus achieving human annotated labels indirectly.

A set of utterances spoken just before the laughter track is

labelled as Humorous. To define the problem concretely,

we needed to fix the size of set and it was not chosen arbi-

trarily, and we performed various experiments on different
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3. (a) Dialogue Time distribution: The figure indicating the average dialogue time across the dataset. (b) Turn Time distribution: The

figure indicating average duration per turn in a dialogue across the dataset. (c) Speaker Humor Distribution: This plot showing contribution

of each speaker for generating humor across dialogues in the dataset (figure best viewed in color). (d) Turn Lengths distribution: The plot

showing distribution of number of turns in a dialogue across the dataset.

possible lengths as given in Section 5.2. We could appropri-

ately assume that utterances which were spoken sometime

before the Laughter track did not make the audience laugh.

Thus, that set of utterances is labeled as Non-humorous.

We refer to the set of utterances as one dialogue. We

label the dialogue (and not the individual utterances) as

Humorous or Non-Humorous. This is done, keeping in

mind that humor in these contextual utterances is a result

of speaking the utterances together, and not after speak-

ing them individually which then would otherwise sound

flat. We refer individual utterances in one dialogue as one

dialogue turn. The no. of dialogue turns is a config-

urable parameter in our dataset. For meaningful analysis,

the number of turns in a Humorous dialogue is kept equal

to that in a Non-Humorous dialogue. Thus, in the final set-

ting, we give “dialogues” as the inputs to the models having

humorous/non-humorous label as Ground Truth (GT). A di-

alogue also has other attributes like Scene, Participants, etc.

which are described in detail in the next section. An exam-

ple JSON snippet of a typical dialogue having one dialogue

turn is shown in the Figure 2.

3.1. Dataset Attributes and Creation

For each dialogue, we have the following attributes:

Scene: It describes about how the next few dia-

logues/visuals are going to turn out. Scenes weakly label

the next few dialogues, about what they contain and may be

leveraged to make the context more richer with information.

We obtained the scene information from the episode scripts.

Speaker: This field stores the speaker for each dialogue

turn of the dialogue. The speaker plays a central role in

causing humor/non-humor. This attribute can be used to

identify the most humorous speakers study to what extent

their presence makes something humorous. We also ob-

tained this information using the episode scripts.

Recipients: This is a list of all the listeners of a dialogue

turn. This is manually annotated after seeing the video clips.

Participants: This gives us a list of all the participating

characters that are present in the scene. This includes both

the recipients and the speakers. This attribute is important

as a speaker when delivering the same dialogues to different

no. of people could also affect it being humorous or not.

# DT # Train # Test # Val

2 14,826 3,662 1,028

3 11,873 3,039 699

4 7,998 1,806 291

5 4,956 1.206 363

6 3,312 612 411

7 2,613 285 141

8 1,545 468 183

Table 3. Train, Test and Val splits when humor:non-humor is 2:1

in each (i.e. Train, Test and Val) (DT stands for no. of turns in a

dialogue)

Dialogue Turns: These are the utterances delivered by

the speaker. We feed a set of dialogue turns as one dialogue

to the model. For the textual turns, we use context vec-

tors made of word vectors using the dataset vocabulary, and

for video turns, we feed the model with C3D [38] features

of the video turn clips. This is obtained using the episode

scripts.

Dialogue Start/End time: These are the starting/ending

times of the specific dialogue turn obtained using the .srt

files. They were used in extracting video clips correspond-

ing to the textual dialogue turns.

Humor Start/End time: For humorous dialogues, these

are the starting/ending times of the laughter track. In case of

multiple laughter tracks within one dialogue, the last one is

considered. This is used in separating the humorous instants

from the non-humorous pinpoints to the exact instances of

humor. This could have been done using the available audio

pattern detection techniques, which could have detected the

Laughter track. However, we observed that the duration and

pattern of the Laughter track is not uniform in an episode.

Automatic methods made errors in this very important as-

pect of the dataset. Thus, we chose to annotate this man-

ually for all the episodes as this forms the ground-truth to

evaluate the system.

We believe that all the above attributes affect the humor-

ous nature of a dialogue in some way or the other. Fig-

ure 3 shows distribution of dialogue time, turn time, speak-

ers’ contribution towards humor and average turn length per

dialogue.
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Ratio # Train # Test # Val

1 3,382 942 260

1.5 4,265 905 267

2 4,956 1,206 363

Table 4. Train, Test and Val splits for different humor:non-humor

ratios (No. of dialogue Turns = 5)

3.2. Dataset Analysis

As Hu et al.[17] suggests, humor is very context depen-

dent. A particular sentence may be humorous, but the over-

all context in which it was said, also plays a major role.

However, having very long conversations would dilute the

ability to localize humor. In an effort to balance this, we

analysed the various number of turn lengths for the dia-

logues and studied how it affected the model’s performance.

With a lower number of turns (like 2 ,3, 4) and thus with

lesser context, the model didn’t perform as well as it did

when it used a higher number of turns (5 & 6). When we

increased the turn lengths further, the performance started

to decrease again. This behaviour may be attributed to the

lesser capacity of the models of modeling longer contexts.

Detailed results are shown in Table 6. Table 1 shows some

statistics of our dataset when the turn length was 5. Here,

we have a total of 13,633 dialogues available for training,

testing and validating.

Episodes Distribution We are currently releasing the

dataset of the first five seasons. These seasons have 110

episodes in total (i.e., 17, 23, 23, 24, and 23 episodes, re-

spectively). Leveraging the already existing dataset divi-

sions in the form of episodes, we pick our train, test, and

val sets from entirely different episodes. That is, among the

total 110 episodes, we randomly selected six episodes (5%)

for Validation, 22 episodes (20%) for Test and remaining

(82) episodes (75%) for Training. This is done keeping in

mind that sometimes the model may recognize similar dia-

logues from the same episodes and could thereby ”cheat.”

Segregating these sets in this way helps in more robust eval-

uation. Also, doing this would not increase the task’s dif-

ficulty by very much as episodes across the seasons in sit-

coms have more or less, the same characters and thus the

same humor patterns.

Words Distribution Distribution of the speakers’ utter-

ances (dialogue turns) across the dataset is shown in the Ta-

ble 2. It shows the percentage of dialogue turns spoken by

the top 9 characters. Sheldon and Leonard together, seem to

cover almost half the no. of spoken dialogues. A bubble plot

to visualize the vocabulary of humorous and non-humorous

dialogues is given in the supplementary.

As evident in the Figure 2 of the supplementary, the

word distribution of humorous and non-humorous words

came out to be similar, suggesting Bag of Words based

approaches may not be very effective. An additional plot

showing the individual word distribution of the dialogues

spoken by each of the Top 6 characters is attached in the

supplementary. We observed that the distribution for differ-

ent speakers is more or less same.

Further, a t-SNE plot of the last video frames of the last

dialogue turns for both humorous and non-humorous visual

dialogue turns is attached in the supplementary.

3.2.1 Dataset Distribution

As the Table 1 suggests, our dataset is not quite balanced in

terms of the number of humor and non-humor labels. Hu-

mor labels are about 82.5% of the total samples. We expect

this kind of distribution from a humorous TV series like

Big Bang Theory. However, this also makes the dataset un-

usable in its current form. We tackle this problem by doing

sampling. That is, we take all the non-humorous samples

(say their no. is ”NH”) and then we randomly sample k

times the above chosen no. of non-humorous samples ( from

all the humorous samples, i.e. H = k*NH). We tried with 1,

1.5 and 2 as the values of k. A lesser value of k would mean

a more balanced but lesser data at the same time. Thus, we

found 2 to be a reasonable choice. Data split statistics for k

= 2 for all dialogue turns is shown in the Table 3. For no. of

dialogue Turns = 5, we vary K to 1, 1.5 and 2 and the dataset

split stats are given in the Table 4. For tackling the bias, we

could also have augmented the data by reordering the turns

in non-humorous dialogues. It would have increased the

non-humor numbers, but we would have lost the context of

the dialogues, which plays a crucial role in a semantically

challenging task like humor detection.

4. Baseline Humor Models
In this section, we propose and evaluate various models

for the proposed classification task. The model is given a

input, dialogue D = {(d1, d2, . . . dt), C}, where {di} is a

dialogue turn, C is the ground-truth label (humorous/non-

humorous) and ‘t’ is the turn length. The model creates

a context feature vector using all the dialogue turns and

solves a binary classification problem. We experimented

with three types of models: Attention based, Fusion based

and Sequence based models. Existing works uses only text

or visual features, we used both text and visual features

while we also experimented using them separately. Below,

we elaborate about the attention based model using both text

and video based features which were performing well for

this task.

• Text Fusion Model (TFM): After obtaining encoding

feature of each dialogue turn, we fuse them and feed

the output feature vector to binary classifier.

• Text Sequential Model (TSM): Individual dialogue

turn features are fed to sequential model (LSTM) for

obtaining the final feature vector.

• Text Attention Model (TAM): Here, we used a self

attention module to attend to features. We used recent
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Figure 4. Randomly sampled results (MSAM model) of each prediction category, (correct/incorrect)× (humor/non− humor). Eg.

Humor label in a red box means ground truth label was non-humor but predicted label was humor (figure best viewed in color).

Figure 5. The figure describing the proposed Multimodel Self At-

tention Model (MSAM) for the laughter detection task. We obtain

features of each joint dialogue turn using Multimodel Self atten-

tion network. We then obtain the final feature vector using a se-

quential network before feeding the resultant vector to the binary

classifier.

attention techniques like Transformer [40] and BERT

[15] to get encoding features and denote the model

variants as TAM Tran and TAM BERT.

• Video-based models: Similar to text-based models,

we obtain context features using fusion, sequential

and attention models, denoting them as Video Fusion

Model (VFM), Video Sequential Model (VSM) and

Video Attention Model (VAM Self) respectively.

• Video-Text Fusion Model(VTFM): Text and Video

features are fused together before feeding to the clas-

sifier. We are also proposing a novel mulimodal self-

attention modal which we believe would be more suit-

able for this task.

• Multimodal Self Attention Model (MSAM) Given a

sequence of dialogue turns (d1, d2, . . . dt), We obtain

text encoding representation for each dialogue turn us-

ing Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-

formers (BERT) [15] and video encoding representa-

tion using C3D [39]. As laughter track prediction

depends on the context and the position information,

we propose a multimodal self attention model to cap-

ture both of them. We obtain text and video features

with the help of self attention [44] module as shown

in the Figure 5. Then attention features are fed to a

co-attention [25] based multimodal network to ob-

tain a joint feature. This was done for each dialogue

turn separately. This joint feature was passed through

a self-attention block for capturing positional informa-

tion along each multimodal turn. Finally, the entire

dialogue’s feature is obtained by modelling the final

context vector by feeding all the dialogue turns sequen-

tially to an LSTM. We train the proposed model with

binary cross entropy loss predicting humor/non-humor

labels.

5. Experiments and Results

We evaluated our dataset on various models while also

considering different dataset parameters and modalities.

For the number of dialogues turns = 5 and humor:non-

humor ratio = 2, we have shown experiments on Attention,

Fusion and Sequential models using only Text, only Video

and both of them together, while reporting their Accuracy,

ROC and F1 score.

5.1. Baseline Results

The results of our various baseline models are depicted

in Table 5. For text-only, TAM BERT achieves the highest

F 1 score of 79.96% for the humor class. For video-only,

VAM Self[44] performed best and achievd a F 1 score of

79.30% for the humor class. When the model was fed with

both visual and textual dialogues, we saw a clear increase in

performance. MSAM (Multimodal Self Attention Model)
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Method Accuracy F1 Score ROC

TFM 65.92 74.29 0.52

TSM 66.06 76.59 0.57

TAM 66.95 77.83 0.59

TAM Tras 67.34 79.73 0.59

TAM BERT 67.98 79.96 0.60

VFM 61.02 70.50 0.47

VSM 65.12 77.83 0.52

VAM Self 67.72 79.30 0.60

VTFM 68.48 79.12 0.60

MSAM 72.37 81.32 0.68

Table 5. Accuracy, F1 score (Humor class) and ROC (macro-avg)

for various models evaluated on the dataset with dialogue Turn

Length = 5. Where, trans stands for Transformer and self stands

for Self Attention. F 1 score for the non-humor class for MSAM

model was 51.82%

Method Accuracy F1 score ROC

Dialogue-2 56.55 62.20 0.54

Dialogue-3 60.02 70.66 0.54

Dialogue-4 61.35 72.67 0.56

Dialogue-5 66.06 76.59 0.57

Dialogue-6 68.95 79.48 0.58

Dialogue-7 65.61 77.10 0.55

Dialogue-8 62.82 75.35 0.52

Table 6. Analysing the effect of number of dialogue turns across

all the available metrics. F1 is for Humor class. ROC is in macro-

average.

achieved the highest scores in all the three measures (Ac-

curacy, F 1 score, and ROC). F 1 score for the non-humor

class for MSAM model was 51.82%. The ROC plots can be

found in the supplementary.

From the results, we observe that text based and video

based models do not perform as well as the video-text joint

models. One possible reason is that a lot of the humor is

based on sarcasm or satire, thus the text alone would not

reflect the true sentiments. Thus, sometimes the text-based

methods are misled in predicting humor. On the other hand,

the video provides visual cues such as the facial expressions

of people, their movements etc. that helps in the classifica-

tion of humor. The given provisions of this dataset shall

enable further research in this area, and we would develop

models that will really understand humor.

5.2. Number of Dialogue Turns

To see the effect of the number of dialogues turns, we

performed the experiments using sequential model TSM (on

Textual dialogues) while varying no. of dialogue turns from

2 to 8. These results are listed in Table 6. We found a peak

near 5-6 dialogue turns which further validates our choice

for the no. of dialogue turns used for other experiments.

We found the minimum at 2 despite a large training data

(see Table 3), suggesting the importance of context in this

semantically difficult problem. As we increase the no. of

dialogue turns, the performance increases until the peak at

6 as the context becomes richer. Slight inferior performance

on dialogue turns 7 and 8 could be attributed to lesser train-

ing data.

5.3. Analysing the Speaker Effect

In sitcoms like these, sometimes some characters are

more humorous than others. They being one of the speak-

ers in the dialogue could potentially affect the dialogue’s

chance of becoming humorous/non-humorous. Thus, to

study the effect of this modality in the problem other than

the dialogues alone, we chose to experiment while provid-

ing the TSM with both the textual dialogues and the speak-

ers. Doing this increased the accuracy to 67.26% as shown

in Table 7. Considering both the dialogue information and

speaker information the model accuracy, F1 score and ROC

increases as mentioned in the Table 7.

5.4. Humor and Nonhumor Ratio

In order to validate that our results are not tending to-

wards the frequency baselines, we change Humor:Non-

Humor ratio (i.e 1, 1.5 and 2) in the dataset. These results

are shown in Table 8. Decrease in performance may be at-

tributed to the decrease in available data (as shown in Ta-

ble 4).

5.5. Explaining Humor

Figure 6. The left column shows visualization of attention at the

word level and the right column shows attention visualization at

turn level.

We experimented with starting with basic models, then

going for BERT based (TAM-BERT) and then finally

proposed the Multi-modal Self Attention-based (MSAM)

model. We observed good F1 scores, suggesting that our

model was able to learn some useful features for detecting

the Laughter tracks. Another beneficial thing would be to

study the reasons behind positive detections and, if possible,

provide explanations for the detected laughter. To the best

of our knowledge, no previous work has studied the explain-

ability part of humor (especially in a multimodal setting).

Towards temporally localizing the humor causes, first, we

analyzed the contribution of each word of every dialogue

turn (Figure 6 (left)). Word based attention was challenging

for understanding the model. Hence, we also visualized the

contribution of each turn as a whole. This turn level atten-

tion for attending to context was possible with the unique

characteristic of our dataset (Figure 6 (right)). The expla-

nation analysis is a preliminary one and we are hoping that
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Type Accuracy F1 score ROC

Speaker (S) 62.15 69.34 0.52

Dialogue (D) 66.06 76.59 0.57

Joint (D+S) 67.26 78.53 0.61

Table 7. Comparing the results when feeding the model with

Speaker or Dialogue or Dialogue + Speaker both. (S stands for

Speaker.) F1 is for Humor class. ROC is in macro-average.

Ratio Accuracy F1 score ROC

2:1 66.06 76.59 0.57

1.5:1 65.09 75.79 0.56

1:1 57.00 61.53 0.57

Table 8. Studying the effect of humor vs non-humor ratio. Ac-

curacy, F1 score (Humor class) and ROC(macro-avg) for the

TSM model

our MHD dataset would be a valuable resource to explore

and dive deep into various areas of computational humor.

5.6. Discussion on model’s performance

Success cases: In Figure 4, we have shown random qual-

itative results. In simple situations like the first column,

where neither textual nor visual clues support the presence

of humor, our model does an excellent job of not detecting

humor. The second column represents a very tricky situa-

tion where both speakers of the conversation are not visible

to the model. The model has to decide based only on the

textual information and (non-humorous) facial expressions

of the listeners. The model’s ability to keep track of di-

chotomy developed in the last couple of dialogues seemed

to help. Otherwise, the last dialogue turn (Howard’s part)

alone has no humor present in it. Situations like these make

this dataset very interesting and challenging. A good per-

forming model will have to take care of how to weigh in

both the textual and visual information correctly.

Failure cases: There’s a pattern in the sitcom that when

speakers use complicated scientific terms, incongruity de-

velops, leading to humor. In the fourth dialogueue of the

third column (Figure 4), we observe this pattern. Also, vi-

sual incongruity (Sheldon wearing a blanket, which is rare)

further adds to the false signal. In the future, we expect

that the proposed models would be more robust to such

outlier signals and would capture more of the long tail of

humor/non-humor examples. In the fourth column, if the

model has to detect humor correctly, it should know that

Raj is an Indian, and the Slumdog Millionaire movie is set

in India. This is a classic case of dependence on some

knowledge base. Still, in this multimodal scenario, the

model might have taken clues from the visual information

as Howard (man with a yellowish sweater) teasingly laughs

at Raj. We hope that future models would mitigate depen-

dence on knowledge bases in these situations like these by

more cleverly leveraging the visual information.

5.7. Generalisation and Human Evaluation

To evaluate if our models are not over-fitting on our

dataset and are actually learning semantically meaningful

features for detecting humor, we decided to evaluate a few

episodes of some similar sitcoms using our model. The Sit-

coms that we tried were Friends, How I Met Your Mother,

and a very recent sitcom, 2 Broke Girls. Due to relatively

different test settings, we did observe a drop in detection

accuracy, but the drop was only about 3%, 2%, and 3%, re-

spectively. We simply evaluated on the test episodes with-

out fine-tuning as such. Then, we also evaluated after doing

the fine-tuning, and the relative accuracy drop decreased in

all three cases. This hints towards the generalizability of

our dataset and model.

Further, we compared the performance of our laughter

detection models with the humans who were asked to la-

bel the same set of test dialogues, which they found to be

leading to laughter. Test episodes were randomly selected

and were divided into short clips based on the annotated

humor/non-humor labels. A randomized group was asked

to give the clips a humor-non/humor label, and an accuracy

of about 81% was achieved. For another related evaluation,

we let our model predict laughter tracks in a random test

episode. The episode’s visual and text features were fed to

our best model, and wherever the model predicted laughter,

an artificial laughter track was added. Both videos (origi-

nal and with predictions) are displayed side-by-side in the

above-mentioned project website. The demo nicely illus-

trates that our approach could also be used to add laughter

tracks on various other comedic shows where a live audi-

ence is absent.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we solve for predicting laughter in sit-

com videos. Towards solving this, we propose a new

dataset termed as ‘Multimodal Humor Dataset’. This man-

ually curated dataset has annotations that provide informa-

tion whether some dialogue (comprising of several dialogue

turns) is humorous or not. It also includes other informa-

tion such as the identity of people speaking and the recipi-

ents. We have analyzed the proposed dataset and evaluated

it thoroughly. We propose a number of methods that are

based on state of the art techniques prevalent in vision and

language tasks. These solve for text-based, video-based and

joint text & video-based prediction of humor. We also pro-

posed a multimodal self attention model (MSAM) which

performed relatively well for the task. With the best of

these methods, we obtain an F1 score accuracy of around

80% which is encouraging. In future, we would be inter-

ested in further progress towards solving and understanding

humor, for instance, considering audio and other cues such

as scenes, intensity, recipient etc.
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